Accelerating Software Engineering

Glean finds information across all your company’s apps and assists employees at work with the power of generative AI that your company can trust. As a result, it improves the productivity of software engineering teams by giving them easy access to all the information they need from applications including Confluence, GitHub, Jira and Google Drive. With support for more than 100 business applications, Glean is ready to keep your engineering teams moving forward and writing code through the power of advanced AI.

How Glean can help:

**Spend more time coding**
Every second that software engineers spend wading through different repositories of company information is another second that they’re kept from writing code. Glean cuts down on search headaches by putting all of the information engineers need from the tools they use – Confluence, Jira, Figma, GitHub, and more – right at their fingertips. Glean Assistant also makes it easier to quickly grasp documents by automatically summarizing their contents with the power of generative AI.

**Reduce time to first commit**
Glean enables new engineers to get up to speed in record time by streamlining their onboarding and helping them find all the information they need. With engineers taking months to get up to speed and even longer to feel confident in their role, saving time onboarding is critical to maximizing your team’s productivity. Glean Assistant can be an engineer’s AI mentor by writing code based on your company’s knowledge.

**Liberate knowledge from chats**
Chat platforms like Slack or Teams have become the home for workplace collaboration and communication. Still, knowledge shared in a chat conversation can be hard to find, even just hours after a conversation. Glean indexes chat conversations so that it is easy for engineers to find what they discussed last week, last month or last year, along with all of the other information relevant to their queries.
Access points:

Glean’s new tab page and sidebar

Glean's new tab page provides one-click access to powerful enterprise search tools, including contextual suggestions based on users’ activity. The extension also enables users to search Glean from any page with a single keyboard shortcut, and the `gl` prefix enables search from the Chrome address bar.

Glean’s mobile app

Every Glean user has access to the full power of your company’s knowledge wherever they are with our mobile app. On-call engineers who are away from their computer during a page can get quick answers to troubleshooting questions from Glean Chat, no matter where they are. Plus, Glean’s directory and expert detection features can help find the right people to chime in and help out during an incident.

Slack Integration

Glean’s Slack integration makes it easier for teams to share company knowledge as part of their conversations. Sharing search results is as easy as typing `/glean`. Users will get to see all of the results for their query and can share the information they find with their team with only one click. Glean Assistant can also proactively chime in to answer questions in specified Slack channels, so experienced engineers can be freed up to focus on other tasks rather than answering FAQs.

Powerful integrations with Confluence, GitHub, Jira, and more

Glean’s powerful search also integrates with the tools that engineering teams are already familiar with. With more than 100 integrations, engineers will have all of their information from GitHub, Confluence, Jira, Google Drive, Zendesk and other common tools available in one place. In addition, Glean can power search in Confluence, Jira and many other common applications, so engineers can access robust search capabilities without changing their existing workflows.